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Infeed switch 1xterr. 4xSat IF - Feed-in diplexer
SAT/terrestrial WFS 114

Kathrein
WFS 114
20510056
4021121504488 EAN/GTIN

45,75 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Infeed switch 1xterr. 4xSat-ZF WFS 114 connection type F-socket, number of outputs 4, number of inputs 5, version infeed switch Sat/terrestrial, frequency 950 ... 2150MHz,
for feeding terrestrial signals (5-862 MHz) in systems with, for example, switchable Quatro -Feed system UAS 585. 5 inputs: 4x SAT-IF and 1x terrestrial. Terrestrial frequency
range 5-862 MHz. For indoor mounting.
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